
Caddie makes it simple & 
easy for everybody to 
understand, fulfil & track 
their training obligations.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW



What we do

Caddie makes it easy for 
everybody to understand, 
fulfil and track their 
training obligations. 

In one place, Caddie provides  
organisations with access to a 
platform to enable their training 
needs, while giving individuals and 
teams the tools to remove much of 
the admisitrative burden 
assocatied with ongoing training.  

If you’re an organisation struggling 
to manage a complaint workforce, 
Caddie will help you and your team 
get back on top of your training. 

Caddie helps by:

Making it stree-free, and 
easy for you to track your 
training objectives at any 
given time. 

Delivering this in one, easy-
to-use intuitive platform. 

Getting you started straight 
away, so you can manage 
your training objectives 
without delay
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The management of training is 
arduous and we’re on a mission to 
make it simple & effective for 
everyone.  



Why partner with Caddie?

Caddie helps guide you through your training objectives 
and helps you more effectively manage training. 

Caddie helps your organisation easily 
achieve theit training targets through a 
stress-free digital approach. 

Unlike other platforms, Caddie removes 
barriers and creates a platform that actually 
encourages engagement with professional 
development. 

Platform Benefits 

Enjoy total transparency over your staff compliance. 
Team members are clear as to their professional 
obligations at any given time.

Set or customise training plans in seconds. Progress towards 
completion of training can be tracked in real-time.

Improve your ability to deliver quality training to your 
organisation. Host, create or access training content 
internally, or externally from publishers of your choice. 



Platform Features 

Professional Profile

A personalised professional database 
that stores members education, work, 
history, credentials and training 
history. 

Tasks

Assign tasks to groups or individuals in 
seconds, and monitor results in real 
time. 

Personalised Training 
Plans

Caddie gives users the ability to set 
personalised training plans with 
automated reminders to help users 
achieve their training goals
 

Ongoing Tracking

Tracks all training and task activity 
automatically, giving users and 
managers detailed and portable 
progress records. 

Analytic content feed

Caddie contains a start of the art 
content feed that tailors content such 
as articles, videos and events based on 
a users preferences, location and 
previous viewing history.

Real time monitoring 

Configurable and continuous 
monitoring to tasks and compliance 
issues, helping you identify shortfalls 
and risks well before they happen. 
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Get in touch 


